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1. Setting the scene: TIB Open Publishing within TIB’s strategy

- TIB: Germany’s central library for technology, architecture, chemistry, computer science, mathematics, and physics
- Open access and open science: core values
- Important focus: conferences
- Open access transformation:
  - Funding for open access and journal flipping
  - Open access consulting
  - Repositories, video repository, OER, Metadata, ORKG
- TIB: open source orientation
  - Active development for OJS
  - Major Development Partner of PKP
2. Our goal

- Establishment and further development of an OJS publication platform
- Quality-assured open access
- High visibility
- Non-commercial offer
- Journals and *conference publications*
- Open to all disciplines, but focus on TIB subjects
- Only for publications that meet set quality criteria
- No TIB ownership of publications
- Publisher-like offer for editors
3. What we offer

- Offer to editors of existing and new publications
- Consulting and technical support
  - Websites, review workflow, publication, dissemination
  - Support and advice on OJS and formal quality criteria
  - Support in indexing in databases and reference services, indexing in Google Scholar
- Conformity with data protection requirements
- Price depending on type of publication (conference/journal) and number of articles/contributions
4. Standards

- Enable open access to all publications on the platform
  - Free access
  - Free re-usability
  - Long-term availability of electronic content
- Apply minimum formal standards derived from
  - Plan S (e.g. CC BY, DOIs, transparency)
  - DOAJ Seal (e.g. deposit policy, metadata quality, long-term archiving)
  - OASPA (e.g. I4OC, website content)
  - COPE (publication ethics)
5. Current status an recent developments

- Web presentation: https://tib-op.org
  - OJS theme plugin based on default theme
  - GDPR cookie consent and accessibility requirements

- Conference proceedings
  - Publication of the first proceedings two volumes in May
  - Adaptation of OJS for conferences
  - Technical specifications – round
5. Current status an recent developments

- Development enhancements of OJS XML workflow
  - Standards (JATS-XML)
  - Conversion
  - Editing
  - Distribution of different formats (XML, HTML, PDF)

- Identifier support
  - ROR-Plugin for OJS
    - Demo: https://github.com/withanage/ror/blob/master/docu/ror.gif
  - ORCID, Crossref funder id support (default)